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RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

Ttme.' 3 lfouts Ikla,x, Marks : 100

Section-A

1. Answer the following questions not more than 30 words
e*ch. Ax10:20)

a. Explain what do you mean by the concept of,
research.

c. Explain the meaning of a research design.

d. What is sampling?

e. Explain Pie diagram. :

j

f What is coefficieat of standard deviation?
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g. What is bibliography? " '

h What do you ffrean.by.,secondary dxa ?
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J. What is htrryothesis?

Section-B ..

Answer any five questions from this section. (10x5=50)

Critically exarnine business researph process.

What is questionnaire design?

The main aim of research is to find out the fiuth

which is hidden and has not been discovered as yet.

Discuss.

Illustrate analysis of variance.

Discuss the guidelines for report writiug.

Write a lucid note on an overvie\ry of SPSS.

What is stratified random sampling?

What is non-sampling error?
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Sectior-C
....

Affempt any two questions from this section. (15 x2:3A)

What is business research? Discuss some distinguished fea-

fures of business research. Define the distinctio.ns between

primary secondary and tertiary souroes in secondary data

research. 
:

What factors should be considered in choosing between prob-

ability and nonprobability Earnpling. kfine the appropriate tary€t

population and the sampling frame in each of the following

situatioru.

The manufactures of a new cpreal brand wants to

conduct in home product usage test in IJP.

(ii) A natiortal chain store watrts to detennine the shop-

ping behavior of customers.

5. An autornobile manufacturer obsenres the demand for its

brand is decreasing. Manufachrer knows that demand for

its product is linked with per capita incorne, interest rate

and other macro economic factors. Further, buyer purchase

betravior can be linked with &gg, gender, education etc. as well

as sompetitor's advertising product or dealer discounts etc.

Suppose manufacturer hired you as a rosearch consultant to

4.

(i)



solve his marketing woes, how would you go for this re-
$earch in terms of

(i) Forrnulating husiness research questions hiefarchy.

(ii) Identifinns which are dependent, independenr and
extraneous variables in aforesaid cass.

(iii) suggesting sorne tentative hlp.othesis so as to check
the same with research data later on.
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